FACTS/TIPS:

TOPIC: SKELETAL, MUSCULAR AND NERVOUS SYSTEM.

1. The most important organ in the nervous system is the ____________________.
2. Two components of the nervous system are ____________________ and ____________________.
3. The three main parts of the brain are ____________________, ________________, and ____________________.
4. The spinal column is attached to the ____________________.
5. The brain is found within a bony frame case called the ____________________.
6. The part of the brain that is responsible for coordination of muscles and movements is the ____________________.
7. The part of the brain that helps to judge, reason and remember is called the ____________________.
Match parts of the brain to its function.

8. Cerebrum                                     heart beat
9. Cerebellum                                   balance
10. Brain stem/medulla                    speech

Define these terms:

11. Tendons
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

12. Ligaments
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

13. List two functions of the human skeleton.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

14. Another name for skull is _________________________________

15. One common disease of our joints is __________________________.